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Acting Out Of Your Commitments
Instead Of What Is Convenient
One of the most prominent reasons why people fail in network
marketing is that they, too often, act out of what is convenient
in the moment.
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HAVING THE COURAGE TO ACT OUT OF
YOUR COMMITMENTS
One of the most prominent reasons why people
fail in network marketing is that they, too often, act
out of what is convenient in the moment. When
you act in this manner, you are at the affect of
your environment and the prevailing
circumstances as opposed to being the source of
who you are and what you do. Being the source of what shows up around
you in life comes as a result of a declaration you make to see that it is so.

By taking such a stand for your
excellence or the excellence of
others, you are declaring, as an
act of courage, your commitment
to being the best you can be.
By doing so, you are, in effect, deciding to trust yourself in the moment of
decision to do the "right" thing. With respect to building a large network
marketing organization, that often looks like prospecting someone when it
may be more convenient or comfortable not to do so. You commit to act
out of your principles rather than out of what might be most convenient at
that particular time.
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This will require a ruthless
commitment on your part to
being clear about what you are
really most committed to - your
business or taking the easy way
out.
It's up to you to decide which is more important every time a decision
comes up in which you can either act in a way that moves your business
forward or in a way that is easier to take.
This critical moment of decision, "The Y of Leadership" is the "fork" in the
road requiring you to make a courageous choice in the moment.
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Which Path Will You Take?
The decision to take the "right" path is one you will be required to make
each time a new situation arises that tests your commitment and
courage. Your success will be related to generating the necessary
courage in the moment of decision time and time again.

This one is never handled but
must be chosen anew each time
another opportunity presents
itself. As you decide time and
again to act out of your
commitments, you will
strengthen the muscle of being
able to trust yourself to be
counted upon.
And in those instances when you choose the path of least resistance that
does not support your business and your excellence, all there is to do is
forgive yourself and recommit to do better the next time.
Your personal power will result from your courageous and never ending
declaration to act from the perspective of your commitments.
EXERCISE YOUR COMMITMENTS TO YOURSELF AND OTHERS
1) Daily, in each moment of decision, practice becoming more aware of
your options to choose to honor your commitments and values rather
than what is most convenient at the time. Notice in particular each time
you are about to choose NOT to prospect someone because you lack the
nerve... and choose otherwise to do so.
2.) In your journal daily, record your observations around those instances
where you are required to choose between honoring your commitments
and taking the easy way out.
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Dr. Joe Rubino is an internationally
acclaimed expert on the topic of selfesteem, a life-changing personal
development trainer and success coach
and best selling author of 9 books and 2
Audio sets on topics ranging from how to
restore self-esteem, achieve business and
network marketing success, maximize joy
and fulfillment in life, and attain
breakthrough productivity in business. An
acclaimed speaker and course leader, he is
known for his groundbreaking work in
personal and leadership development, building effective teams,
enhancing listening and communication skills, life and business coaching
and optimal life planning.
Dr. Joe offers powerful personal and group coaching to support business
success and life fulfillment. To contact him, call 888-821-3135 or email
DrJoe@CenterForPersonalReinvention.com. Learn more about his lifechanging work in championing people to restore their self-esteem at
http://www.SelfEsteemSystem.com and receive the free insightful audio
program “7 Steps to Soaring Self-Esteem” and a 1 year subscription to
“The Success Achievers’ Club”…a $129 Value!
His best selling books and audio programs are available in 19 languages
and in 48 countries.
His personal development titles include:
• The Self-Esteem Book: The Ultimate Guide to Boost the Most
Underrated Ingredient for Success and Happiness in Life. Visit
http://www.SelfEsteemSystem.com for more information.
• The Success Code: 29 Principles for Achieving Maximum Abundance,
Success, Charisma, and Personal Power in Your Life
• The Success Code, Book II: More Authentic Power Principles for
Creating Your Dream Life
• The Magic Lantern: A Fable about Leadership, Personal Excellence,
and Empowerment
• The Legend of the Light-Bearers: A Fable about Personal Reinvention
and Global Transformation
Dr Rubino is the CEO of The Center for Personal Reinvention, an
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organization committed to the personal excellence and empowerment of
all people. He has impacted the lives of more than 1 million people
through self-esteem work, personal and group coaching, and personal
and leadership development. Dr. Rubino was featured on the cover of
Success Magazine and in their cover story, “We Create Millionaires” for
his ability to impact people’s lives. He is one of the world’s top network
marketing trainers and has authored four best selling books on this topic.
He is a certified success coach in life planning technology and the codeveloper of the life-changing course, Conversations for Success, a
program that provides participants with the tools to maximize their selfesteem, productivity and personal effectiveness with others. His vision is
to personally impact the lives of twenty million people to be their best and
to shift the paradigm around resignation - that is, that anyone can affect
positive change in their own lives and in the lives of others - if they
believe they can.
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